ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
STYLE#:22115
Carefully unpack all lamp parts from the carton.
1.Take the lamp carefully out of the Carton,and place it on a flat surface.
2. Be sure the power to the installation point is power off.
3.Place the Universal Bar over the Canopy and thread Mounting Ball onto the Mounting Screw to secure it. Hand tighten until snug.
4.Determine the number of Rods to be assembled to the Fixture Body according to your hanging height, but leave one long Rod to use
in next step. Pass supply wire through the Rods. Thread the Rods to connect Nipple #1. Then thread Nipple #2 to connect the Swivel.
Then thread the long rod you leave-Rod #2 to connect Nipple #3. Hand tighten until snug.
5.Pass the supply wire through the Canopy and the hole in the middle of the Universal Bar.
6.The power supply wire consists of three wires, one with word, one clean and one gold ground wire.
7.Connect the wires as shown : A.Connect the House Gound Wire to the Fixture Ground Wire.
B.Connect the House White or Ribbed Wire to the Fixture Supply Wire (Clean or White or Ribbed Side).
C.Connect the House Black/Red Wire to the Fixtrue Supply Wire (With word or Black or Smooth Side).
D.Wrap each connected wire with Wire Connector and carefully stuff all of the connected wires into the Outlet Box.
8.Use the Tapered Hook to connect the Swivel and the Fixture Body. Use Hook #1 on the taperer side to connect Ring #1.
Use Hook #2 on the less taper side to connect Ring #2. Hang the other two Tapered Hooks the same way.
9.Hang all the Crystals as the below four steps in picture 22115 Crystal Hanging .
10.Install correct Bulb to the Socket referring to fixture markings and/or labels for maximum wattage. (Not Included)

